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### FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

#### ARCHITECTURE

##### Books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher and Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

##### Edited Collections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher and Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isaacs N</td>
<td>Housing for the Future - Stepping Towards Carbon Neutrality</td>
<td>Porirua, BRANZ Ltd, 2007. DVD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy C</td>
<td>'From over-sweet cake to wholemeal bread': the Home &amp; Building years: New Zealand Architecture in the 1940s: a one day symposium</td>
<td>Wellington, Centre for Building Performance Research, Victoria University, 2008, 95pp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southcombe M</td>
<td>Generation 08 - VUW School of Architecture</td>
<td>Wellington, Victoria University of Wellington, School of Architecture, 2008, 76pp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

##### Chapters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Editor(s)</th>
<th>Publisher and Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**


**Published Conference Papers**

Abreu e Lima D, ‘50 years of Braxilia’s project: when architecture changed the world’, *Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities* (Honolulu, Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, 2008), pp. 1-9.


Charleson A W, French M A, ‘Used Car Tyre Straps as Seismic Reinforcement for Adobe Houses’, *14th World Conference on Earthquake Engineering* (Beijing, 14WCEE, 2008). CD ROM.


Dudding M, ‘Memory, evidence and artifice: The overseas journal in New Zealand postwar architectural historiography’, *From over-sweet cake to wholesome bread: the Home & Building years New Zealand Architecture in the 1940s a one day symposium*, edited by Christine McCarthy (Wellington, Centre for Building Performance Research, Faculty of Architecture and Design, 2008), pp. 38-45.


Murty C V R, Charleson A, ‘Using the World Housing Encyclopedia to improve house earthquake safety’, The 14th World Conference on Earthquake Engineering (Beijing, 14WCEE, 2008). CD ROM.


Skinner R, ‘Keeping him off the job: Plischke and the student union’, ‘From over-sweet cake to wholemeal bread: the Home and Building years: New Zealand Architecture in the 1940s, edited by Christine McCarthy (Wellington, Victoria University, School of Architecture, 2008), pp. 72-78.


Vale B, Vale R, ‘Into the closet: the spread of consumption and fitted furniture in the 1940s, with particular reference to the houses of Bernard Johns’, From over-sweet cake to wholemeal bread: the Home and Building years, New Zealand Architecture in the 1940s a one day symposium, edited by McCarthy C (Wellington, Faculty of Architecture and Design, Building Performance Research, 2008), pp. 80-87.


Vale B, Vale R, ‘The people’s choice’, From over-sweet cake to wholemeal bread: the Home and Building years, New Zealand Architecture in the 1940s a one day symposium, edited by Christine McCarthy (Wellington, Faculty of Architecture and Design, Building Performance Research, 2008), pp. 87-94.

Vale B, Vale R J D, ‘The impact of PLEA - are we making a difference, have we done enough?’, Proceedings PLEA, 24th International Conference of Passive and Low Energy Association, edited by S Wittkoff and B K Tan (Singapore, Department of Architecture and Department of Building, 2007), pp. 281-284.


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**


Abreu e Lima D, ‘When Brazil was modern: the struggle for national identity in architecture’, Brazil in Aotearoa New Zealand: research the Cultural Dynamics of a Unique and Diverse Nation Symposium (Wellington, April 2008).


Kebbell S A, ‘Figure is the New Ground’, Ctrl Shift 07, Student Conference (Wellington, July 2007).

Kebbell S A, ‘The Writing is in the Wall’, Future Matters: Futures Known, Created and Minded (Cardiff University, September 2007).


Architectural Plans

Bryant M J, Christchurch Botanic Gardens Design Competition, Competition Entry (Athfield Architects and Wraight + Associate, November, 2008).


Southcombe M, St Brigids Catholic Church, Architectural Plans (2008).

Southcombe M, St John Bosco School, Additions (New Zealand Architecture, 2007).


**Designs**


**Artefact/Object/Craftwork**


Perkins N, Mountfort J, ‘PET Felt: Prototype Project’ (Wellington School of Medicine, December 2007).

**Exhibition/Curatorial Exercises**

Abreu e Lima D (Exhibition First Year Students), *Discover Your Visual Voice* (Wellington, VUW School of Architecture Atrium, September, 2008).

Abreu e Lima D (Curator), *Dystopia Studio Exhibition* (Montreal, University of Montreal, October, 2008).
Abreu e Lima D (Curator), *Dystopia Studio Exhibition* (Wellington, Christchurch, VUW School of Architecture Atrium, University of Canterbury, April/May, 2008).


McLeod W (Curator), *Lorene Taurerewa* (Manhattan, American Indian Community House Gallery, October, 2008).


**Theses**

**MArch**


**MBSci**


**DESIGN**

**Books**

### Chapters


### Other Academic Publications


### Published Conference Papers


### Conference Poster Presentations


### Conference Unpublished Papers


Performances


Architectural Plans


Designs


Miller T, *Cutform collection*, Furniture design collection (Zona Tortona, Milan, April, 2007).


Niemetz A, Pelling A E, *The dark side of the cell III*, Site-specific audio-visual installation (Exhibited at Microwave International New Media Arts Festival, Hong Kong City Hall, 2008).

Artefact/Object/Craftwork


Exhibition/Curatorial Exercise

Blachnitzky A J (Solo Exhibition), *Outside Culture–Photographic Solo Exhibition* (Wellington, Toi Poneke Gallery, August/September, 2008).


Film/Videos


Niemetz A, ‘Void/Light’ (New Zealand/USA, 2008), video.
FACTORY OF COMMERCE AND ADMINISTRATION

ACCOUNTING AND COMMERCIAL LAW

**Books**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Software and Databases**


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**


Cordery C J, Baskerville R F, ‘From the market to the third sector – what style for primary health organisations accountability?’, 8th International Conference of the International Society for Third-Sector Research (ISTR) (Barcelona, July 2008).


Dunbar D G, ‘The case for a general anti avoidance rule; evidence from recent Canadian and New Zealand cases’, Tax Research Network Conference (Sheffield, September 2007).


Keeper T, ‘On solvency and insolvency’, *Insolvency Workshop, Queensland University of Technology, School of Law* (Brisbane, July 2008).

Keeper T, ‘Shareholder approval of major transactions: an undermined control on board decision making?’, *Corporate Law Teachers Association Conference 2008* (Sydney, February 2008).


Porter B, ‘The role of the audit trinity (or tripartite audit function) in securing corporate governance and accountability’, *31st Annual Congress of the European Accounting Association* (Rotterdam, April 2008).


Reilly A, ‘New Zealand and Articles 6, 7 and 8 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: How are we doing and could we do better?’, *Labour Employment and Work Conference* (Wellington, December 2008).


van Zijl T, Karim W, ‘Audit concentration, auditor choice and management ownership in under developed securities markets: the case of Bangladesh’, European Accounting Association Conference; American Accounting Association (Rotterdam; Anaheim, April; August 2008).


Theses

PhD


ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

Books


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


Reports


Published Conference Papers


Conference Unpublished Papers


Bertram G, ‘The banks, the current account, the financial crisis and the outlook’, *New Zealand Economic and Social Policy in the Face of the Global Crisis* (Wellington, November 2008).


Randal J A, 'Measuring volatility of non-normal returns', *Cherry Bud Workshop* (Keio University, March 2008).


**Theses**

**MA**


**MCA**


**GOVERNMENT**

**Books**


Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


Reports


Cumming J M, Medical Leadership Competency Framework. Enhancing Engagement in Medical Leadership Project, A report for Academy of Royal Medical Colleges (Coventry, Institute for Innovation and Improvement, 2008), 7pp.


### Published Conference Papers


### Conference Unpublished Papers


Manning M R, 'CO2 and Climate. (Series of 4 lectures at) 5th International Seminar on Climate System and Climate Change (ISCS), China Meteorological Agency (CMA). Lanzhou, China (Lanzhou 2008).


Robertson J, 'It's All About the Kids: Caring for children after separation', *Australian Institute of Families Conference* (Melbourne, July 2008).


Smith J, 'Innovation in Health Services to Improve Population Health: What is the future for primary and community healthcare?', *Building tomorrow’s Health Services Conference* (Auckland, August 2008).


Stace H J, 'Is this partnership? The consumer at the decision making table', *Trusting Partnerships* (Rotorua, October 2008).


Wallace C C, ‘Antarctic Environmental Protection: Too important to be left to governments. The roles of civil society’, *Protecting Antarctica, Exploring Antarctica* (Wellington, April 2008).


Wallace C C, ‘Managing the EEZ’, *Sustainable New Zealand: Rhetoric or Reality?* (Wellington, June 2008).

Wolf A M, ‘Concourse is to Q-Sort as Subjectivity is to What?’, *24th Annual Q-Methodology Conference* (Hamilton, October 2008).

**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA**


**MCA**


**INFORMATION MANAGEMENT**

**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


### Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


Conference Poster Presentations


Conference Unpublished Papers


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MCA**


Schnepel A, ‘What is the influence of communication quality between the business and IT project team on ERP implementation project success’. 2007.

### MANAGEMENT

#### Books


#### Edited Collections


#### Chapters


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**


**Published Conference Papers**


Zwikael O Y, Smyrk R J, ‘Extending the definition of a ‘project’ – from a project manager’s output delivery endeavour to a funder’s outcome achievement process’, *Australian Institute of Project Management Annual Conference*, edited by Steven Milner, Jon Whitty, Ryan Darby, Rob Tucker (Sydney, Australian Institute of Project Management, 2008). CD ROM.


**Conference Unpublished Papers**


Howell B, ‘Catching up in broadband regressions: does local loop unbundling really lead to material increases in OECD broadband uptake?’, The Telecommunications Infrastructure and Economic Performance Conference (Enst Paris, October 2008).


Yeoman I S, ‘What will the world look like in 2050?’, Benidorm 2050 Conference, Alicante University (Benidorm, October 2008).


**Theses**

MMS


Ma F F, ‘Examining the effects of individual’s polychronicity and supervisor’s management style on creative self-efficacy’. 2008.


**MARKETING AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS**

**Books**


Chapters


Articles


**Reports**


**Published Conference Papers**


Unpublished Conference Papers

Borghoff T, ‘Evolutionary theory of the globalisation of firms’, 33rd EIBA-Conference (Catania, Italy, December 2007).


Borghoff T, ‘The contribution of information and communication technologies (ICT) to the globalisation of firms’, 34th Annual EIBA Conference (Tallinn, December 2008).

Borghoff T, ‘The influence of information and communication technologies on the globalisation of small and medium-sized firms (SMEs)’, 9th WLICSMB (Hangzhou, China, October 2007).


### Theses

#### PhD


#### MCA

# Faculty of Education

## Early Childhood Teacher Education

### Chapters


### Articles


### Other Academic Publications


### Published Conference Papers


### Conference Unpublished Papers


Haggerty M, Blake M, ‘How can a focus on early years literacy help children ‘grow up as competent and confident learners and communicators’ (Te Whāriki)?’, *KidStart Caregiver Conference* (Lower Hutt, March 2008).


Oldridge L A, ‘Examining early childhood teacher perceptions of ICT: Do we all speak the same language?’, *16th Annual Conference of Australian Research in Early Childhood Education* (Melbourne, January 2008).


Thornton K, ‘The multiple voices of leadership: nga whakaaro maha’, The multiple voices of leadership: nga whakaaro maha, Teachers’ refresher course (Wellington, April 2008).


White J, ‘Listen with your eyes: can you ‘sing everything you see’ when toddlers are doing the talking’, A Rainbow in My Head: Early Childhood Workshop Day (Wellington, June 2008).


**EDUCATION FACULTY OFFICE**

**Chapters**


---

**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


EDUCATION STUDIES

Books

Beals F M, Playing with the discursive: a feminist post-structural exploration of the words ‘criminal woman’ (Saarbrucken, Germany, VDM Verlag, 2008), 116pp.

Beals F M, Reading between the lines: representations and constructions of youth and crime in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Germany, VDM Verlag, 2008), 196pp.

Cornforth S C, Controversies in counselling (Saarbrucken, VDM Verlag, 2008), 334pp.


Edited Collections


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


Te One S J, ‘Children’s perceptions of their rights in a New Zealand kindergarten’, *New Zealand Association for Research in Education* (Palmerston North, New Zealand Association for Research in Education, 2008).

**Reports**


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**


Kidman J, ‘Māori youth, education and the politics of location’, Influences of ecological literacy, culture and place on indigenous children’s learning planning workshop (Taichung, Taiwan, January 2008).


Sanga K, ‘Pacific public servants as community leaders’, *Pacific Executives Program* (Canberra, September 2007).


Stevens K J, ‘e-living in Newfoundland and Labrador’, *Harris Centre of Regional Policy and Development Workshop* (Carbonear, Newfoundland, November 2008).

Stevens K J, ‘Extending learning opportunities for high school students in rural communities: the replication of a New Zealand model in Canada’, *Distance Association of New Zealand* (Wellington, August 2008).


Te One S J, 'Children's perceptions of their rights in a New Zealand kindergarten', *New Zealand Society for Research in Education* (Palmerston North, November 2008).

Te One S J, 'It's all about relationships: establishing a culture of inquiry and reflection', *Wellington Free Kindergarten Association Conference* (Plimmerton, October 2008).

Te One S J, Barrett S, Podmore V N, 'Mana relies on a sense of community: Otaki Kindergarten Centre of Innovation research', *New Zealand Association for Research in Education* (Palmerston North, November 2008).


Te One S J, Podmore V N, 'Valuing infants and parents as learners in Supporting Parents Alongside Children's Education: findings from a centre of innovation', *Te Tari Puna Ora o Aotearoa/New Zealand Childcare Association Conference* (Christchurch, July 2008).

**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA**


**MEd**

Afamasaga-Wright F T, 'Teacher perceptions of information and communication technologies in a secondary school in Samoa'. 2008.


**PRIMARY AND SECONDARY TEACHER EDUCATION**

**Articles**


Craig J A, ‘Is poor decoding a hidden barrier to some secondary students’ reading achievement’, 


Melhuish K A V, ‘2.0 be or not 2.0 be: how English teachers are embracing the world wide web’, *English in Aotearoa*, 64 (2008), pp. 23-30.


**Other Academic Publications**


Brunton K M, ‘If we want professional learning to improve our teaching in ways that are really embedded in our practice rather than superficial, we need to practise what we preach – but equally to preach what we practise’, *Teacher*, October (2008), pp. 25-27.


**Published Conference Papers**

Brunton K M, 'Beginning teachers and their reality of teaching: negotiating the micro-political world', International Study Association on Teachers and Teaching Conference (St Catherine's, Ontario, Brook University, 2007), pp. 1–25.


Hardie K A, ‘Student voice in collaborative learning: our space’, My place, my space, my learning: Distance and virtual education: Distance Education Association of New Zealand (DEANZ) 2008 Conference (Wellington, Distance Association of New Zealand, 2008).


Compositions


Reports


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**

Anderson D M, Clark M J, 'Same but different: common practices from two contrasting but effective primary science teachers', *Science Education Research Symposium* (Wellington, April 2008).


Baskerville D J, 'Cultural inclusion through storytelling', *New Zealand Association for Research in Education* (Christchurch, December 2007).


Bondy A, 'The intended, interpreted and implemented technology curriculum: does this all mean the same?', *Technology Education New Zealand 2007 Conference* (Auckland, October 2007).

Bowell I E, 'Developing a productive relationship between museum and gallery educators and the wider educational community', *Museum Education Association of New Zealand Conference: Who are we? ... as museums, as educators, – as places of life long learning...* (Dunedin, December 2008).

Brunton K M, 'This is what formative assessment is to me: teachers' conceptions of formative assessment', *Assessment for Learning Enquiry and Curriculum Conference* (Palmerston North, September 2008).

Dickie J G, ‘Pasifika students and popular culture as literature’, *Flogging a dead horse: Are national literatures finished?* Stout Research Centre for New Zealand Studies and School of English, Film, Theatre and Media Studies Conference (Wellington, December 2008).


Easterbrooke M, Moeed A, ‘If they have to learn, let’s teach them how to learn’, *Science to Change our World* (Wellington, July 2008).

Gleeson M E, ‘Out of the closet: ESOL (English Speakers of Other Languages) joins the mainstream’, *Community Languages and English for Speakers of Other Languages* (Auckland, October 2008).


Harvey R, ‘Improving student teacher skills with the constraint of less time’, *Motivation and Momentum in Mathematics: Cultivating a Mathematical Generation: Preservice group meeting* (Wellington, February 2008).


Hubbard G C, ‘Literature choice in the New Zealand secondary English classroom’, *Flogging a dead horse: are national literatures finished?* Stout Research Centre for New Zealand Studies and School of English, Film, Theatre and Media Studies Conference (Wellington, December 2008).
Hubbard G C, 'The pool of Bethesda and the Faerie Queene', *School of English, Film, Theatre and Media Studies Postgraduate Conference* (Wellington, April 2008).


Moeed A, ‘Climate change and biodiversity: learning to care for our environment’, *Teachers' Refresher Course Committee Conference: Teaching for Sustainability* (Wellington, November 2007).


Pinsent C K, Pritchard R E, ‘Interface @ the chalkface: investigating the interaction and influence of numeracy and ICT professional development initiatives on classroom practices’, *National Numeracy Conference* (Auckland, February 2008).


Rimoni F, ‘Utilising internal knowledge systems within your teaching’, *8th International Conference on Diversity in Organisations, Communities and Nations* (Montreal, June 2008).

Service B M, ‘Changing teacher practice: Is it 'Make them eat cake?’ or ‘Where’s the cake?’ or ‘Let them eat cake?’ Or ‘You can have your cake and eat it too?’ ‘, *Assessment for Learning, Enquiry and Curriculum Conference and Secondary Leadership and Management Hui* (Palmerston North and Dunedin, September and October 2008).


Thorpe V E, ‘We made this song: the preliminary findings of a study into the collaborative compositional processes of teenage rock musicians’, The Fifth International Conference for Research in Music Education (Exeter, April 2007).

Van Rij V J, ‘From Newington Road to Orchard Street: a study of the real world in Maurice Gee’s fiction for children’, 8th International Conference of the Australasian Children’s Literature Association for Research (Wellington, June 2008).


Theses

PhD


MA

MEd

TE KURA MĀORI

Conference Unpublished Papers


Books

Edited Collections


Chapters


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


Radich M, 'Baochang; Dharmagupta; Daogong; Falang; Famin; Gautama Prañaruci; Gong Dezhi; Kukai etc', in *Digital Dictionary of Buddhism*, edited by A. Charles Muller (2008). http://www.acmuller.net/ddb/.


**Exhibition/Curatorial Exercises**

Barton C J (Curator), *Hydraulics of Solids: João Maria Gusmão and Pedro Paiva*, (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, Victoria University of Wellington, 15 February -20 April, 2008).

Barton C J (Curator), The Subject Now (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, Victoria University of Wellington, 26 July – 5 October, 2008).

Blackley R (Curator), Te Mata: The Ethnological Portrait (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, July – October, 2008).


**Published Conference Papers**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**

Blackley R, ‘Another Colonial Orientalism’, Framing the Other: 30 Years After Orientalism (Courtauld Institute, London, April 2008).


Davidson L, ‘What is the state of the game? Recent academic research in leisure, tourism and museums’, Intercom conference on Museum Management (Rotorua, November 2008).


Maskill D, ‘Copying at Court: François-Albert Stiémart (1680-1740), a royal copyist at Versailles’, Art Association of Australia and New Zealand Annual Conference (Brisbane, December 2008).


Theses

MA


ENGLISH, FILM, THEATRE AND MEDIA STUDIES

Books and Scholarly Editions


Edited Collections


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Dramatic and Literary Texts**


Films/Videos

Jutel T, Pendergrast K, (Co-writer, creative producer, producer), ‘*Why I ate myself*’ (Wellington, Thierry Jutel, November, 2008).

Te Punga Somerville A A, (Co-producer), ‘*Burn this CD: responses to October 15 - Multigenre CD compilation*’ (Wellington, Co-produced with Maraea Rakuraku, 2008).

Other Academic Publications


**Performances**

Carnegie D, (Co-Director), *Northward Ho by John Webster and Thomas Dekker* (Wellington, Studio 77 VUW, 2008).

Downie J, (Librettist for full-scale opera), *The Trial of the Cannibal Dog, as part of the New Zealand International Festival of the Arts* (Wellington, Wellington Opera House, March 1–4, 2008).


Evans M M, (Director), *Journey to the West, adapted by Mary Zimmerman from Anthony C. Yu’s translation of Xi You Ji, Studio 77* (Wellington, Studio 77, October, 2008).

Evans M M, (Director), *Snow in Sweet Summer, adapted by Charles Mee from Guan Hanqing’s Dou’E Yuan* (Wellington, Studio 77, October, 2007).


O’Donnell D, (Director), *Te Karakia by Albert Belz* (Wellington, Kerikeri, Downstage theatre, Bay of Islands Arts Festival, 27 Feb–4 Mar, 2008).

Tweddle B, (Hon [female lead]), *Ground (Fiona Farrell) remount for European tour* (Essen, Gelsenkirchen and Berlin, Hull and Cluj-Napoca [Romania], 2008).

Tweddle B, (Merteuil [female lead]), *Quartett (Heiner Müller) remount for European tour* (Glasgow, Hull, Southend-on-Sea, and Berlin, 2008).
Tweddle B, (Director), *Quartett (Heiner Müller)* remount for European tour (Glasgow, Hull, Southend-on-Sea, and Berlin, 2008).


Tweddle B E, (Director), ‘*Shoes*’ by Jamie Burgess (Wellington, BATS Theatre, 11 – 29 March, 2008).

**Conference Unpublished Papers**


Brady A K, ‘The ‘Real’ Subject Now – The Subject Now Exhibition Forum Series’, *Shareware, the online subject* (Wellington, August 2008).


Groves T, ‘Performing Gender in Vertigo Criticism’, *14th Biennial Conference of the Film and History Association of Australia and New Zealand* (University of Otago, Dunedin, November 2008).


Redmond S, ‘*Blood on the Screen*’, *14th Biennial Conference of the Film and History Association of Australia and New Zealand* (Dunedin, 27–30th December 2008).

Ricketts H J D, ‘*Hey! Stop that! What on earth d’you think you’re playing at?*: Antonia Forest’s *Peter’s Room* and the Dangers of Fantasy’, *ACLAR Conference* (Wellington, June 2008).


Te Punga Somerville A A, ‘A Newspaper, a CD, and the ongoing struggle to ‘get the kōrero out there’’, American Indian and Indigenous Studies Conference (Athens, Georgia, April 2008).


Te Punga Somerville A A, ‘The Historian who lost his memory:’ the literary scholar in the historical archive’, He Rau Tumu Korero Maori Historians Symposium (Hamilton, August 2008).


Walls K M, ‘Aslan as Christ in The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe’, 8th International Conference of the Australasian Children’s Literature Association for Research (ACLAR) (Wellington, June 2008).


Theses

MA


HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Books


Edited Collections


Chapters


**Articles**


Shaw J, ‘The Relevance of Indian Philosophy of Language to Contemporary Western Philosophy, Part II’, The Journal of Indian Academy of Philosophy, 45 (2008), pp. 58-76.


Other Academic Publications


Shaw J L, Knowledge, belief and doubt: some contemporary problems and their solutions from the Nyāya perspective (Wellington, Asian Studies Institute, 2007), 42pp.


**Software and Databases**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Invited Lecture in Named Series**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**


Barker F C, ‘Nation building below the nation-state? The immigrant integration policy of sub-national governments’, Summer Institute for Advanced Studies on Citizenship and Migration (Wissenschaftskolleg Berlin, Germany, June 2007).

Brock S R, ‘Fictional Characters and the Myth of Creationism’, XXII World Congress of Philosophy (Seoul National University, South Korea, August 2008).


Capie D H, ‘Regional Security Cooperation in East Asia: Opportunities and Challenges’, Fudan University-New Zealand Roundtable. a Track II Dialogue organised by Fudan University, Shanghai and the New Zealand Consul-General (Shanghai, March 2008).


Leslie J C, ‘Borders, Mobility and Equality: Frequent Flyers and Illegal Immigrants’, *100th annual Meeting of the International Union of Socialist Youth* (Berlin, August 2007).


Macdonald C J, 'Marching Teams and Modern Girls: Bodies and Culture in Interwar New Zealand',  
*Working Girls: Women’s Cultural production During the Interwar Years Symposium* (San Francisco, October 2007).

Macdonald C J, 'Ways of Belonging - Rethinking Associational Cultures in Sports History',  
*Sporting Traditions XVI, Biennial Conference of the Australian Society for Sports history* (Canberra, June 2007).

Mares E D, 'Generality in Relevant Logic',  
*Australasian Association of Logic Conference* (Auckland, April 2008).

Mares E D, 'Logic and Metaphysics',  

Mares E D, 'Models for Naive Set Theory',  
*North Island Logic Group* (Auckland, August 2008).

Mares E D, 'Relevance, Negation, and Information',  
*Fourth World Congress on Paraconsistency* (Melbourne, July 2008).

Mares E D, Perszyk K J, 'Molinist Conditionals',  
*Workshop on Molinism* (Wellington, June 2008).

Marquez X I, 'Models of Political Community: The Nation State and Other Stories',  
*Annual Conference of the Association for Legal and Social Philosophy* (Nottingham, March 2008).

Marquez X I, 'Unhappy Families: Three Ways of Thinking about Political Regimes',  
*New Zealand Political Science Association* (Auckland, August 2008).

Maslen C A, 'A Higher-Order Problem of Causal Relevance?',  
*XXII World Congress of Philosophy 2008 Conference* (Seoul, South Korea, August 2008).

Maxwell A M, 'National Anatomy: Racial Thinking and the Biologicization of National Difference',  
*Without Let or Hindrance: Inclusion and its Subversion* (Lancaster, June 2007).

Maxwell A M, 'North Hungarian Slavic: Political Roots of a Transient Language',  
*Failed National Languages: National Languages through Historians’ Eyes* (Bucharest, June 2007).

*Polish Culture, Polish Experiences (Antipodean East European Study Group)* (Wellington, October 2008).

Maxwell A M, 'Telling and Retelling Tyerman and Bennet’s 1824 Adventure in New Zealand',  
*Seuils et Traverses / Borders & Crossings* (Melbourne, July 2008).

*Region, Regional Identity and Regionalism in Southeastern Europe* (Romania, May 2007).

*War and Remembrance*  
*Humanities and Social Sciences Faculty Seminar, Stout Research Centre, Victoria University of Wellington* (Wellington, May 2008).

McLeay E M, 'Comparing Committee Systems: the New Zealand House of Representatives',  
*Parliamentary Committee Systems, Parliamentary Studies Centre, Australian National University* (Canberra, February 2008).

McLeay E M, 'Regime Change and rule Adaptation: Prime Ministers and Ministerial Dismissals in New Zealand',  

Pearse H L, 'Majoritarian Parties in Multi–party Parliaments',  
*Canadian Political Science Association Annual Conference* (Saskatoon, Canada, June 2007).


Theses

PhD


MA


**LANGUAGES AND CULTURES**

**Books and Scholarly Editions**


**Edited Collections**


**Dramatic and Literary Texts**


Sonzogni M, Translation of Bill Manhire’s *Opoutere* (Balerna, Edizioni Ulivo, 2007), 26pp.

Sonzogni M, Translation of Katherine Mansfield’s *Una felice vigilia de Natale* (Balerna, Edizioni Ulivo, 2008).


**Chapters**


Articles


Ito Y, 'Nyujirando no daigaku kyoiku jijo (University education in New Zealand)', Ryugaku Koryu (Study Abroad), 21, 6 (2008), pp. 22-25.


Invited Lecture in Named Series

Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Conference Unpublished Papers

Anderson J, ‘Sun, Sea and Death: Rewriting the Exotic Beach in Works by Titaua Peu and Chantal Spitz (Tahiti) and Nathacha Appanah-Mouriquand (Mauritius)’, Women in French International conference (Dallas, April 2008).


Bai L, ‘Chinese perceptions of the value of international education’, British Association for International and Comparative Education (Glasgow, September 2008).


Barke A J, ‘Nyuujiirando no daigaku ni okeru kyooin no kojin hyooka (The individual evaluation of academic staff at New Zealand universities)’, 12th Society of Oceanian Education Studies Conference (Tokyo, December 2008).


Epstein S J, ‘Our neighbour, the giant: images of China in contemporary South Korea’, Asian Studies on the Pacific Coast (Victoria, Canada, June 2008).


Kano F, ‘A Pianist – Lili Kraus’s encounter with the Japanese army in Java during WWII’, Japan Association of Comparative Culture Annual Conference (Kyoto, June 2008).


**Theses**

PhD


MA


**LINGUISTICS AND APPLIED LANGUAGE STUDIES**

Books


**Edited Collections**


Marsen S S, *Special Issue: Journal of Evolution and Technology* (Hartford, CT, Institute for Ethics and Emerging Technologies, 2008), 19, 1, 77pp.


**Chapters**


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Reports


Published Conference Papers

King B, ‘Your Space or Mine? language and sexual spatialisation online’, Rethinking Community, Rethinking Place: Association of internet Researchers International Conference (Copenhagen, IT University of Copenhagen, 2008).


Conference Poster Presentations


Cook M S W, ‘Do learners in ESL and EFL contexts differ in terms of their progress in acquiring pragmatic competence over time?’, Second Language Research Forum (Hawaii, October. 2008).


Vine E W, “As” and “so”: Contrasting patterns of use of high frequency multifunctional words’, 11th National Conference for Community Languages and ESOL (CLESOL) (Auckland, October 2008).

Vine E W, ‘Discourse differences in uses of as and so in corpora of spoken and written New Zealand English’, ICAME (Ascona (Switzerland), May 2008).
Conference Unpublished Papers


Coxhead A J, ‘One on one with words’, Tutor Workshop (Palmerston North, September 14 2007).

Coxhead A J, ‘Why don’t students use the words they have learned in class?’, Manatesol Workshop (Palmerston North, February 20 2008).


Holmes J, ‘Making talk at work and making work talk: developing teaching materials from workplace discourse’, Partnerships in Action: Research, Practice & Training (Hong Kong, December 2008).
Holmes J, ‘Relational talk at work’, *Partnership in Action: Research, Practice and Training* (Hong Kong, December 2008).


Holmes J, ‘Women, men and leadership: constructing complex identities through talk at work’, *Scandinavian Conference on Language and Gender; Talk at University of Wales* (Copenhagen; Bangor, October 2008).


King B, ‘Erotic spatialisation in online text-only conversation’, *The Erotic: 4th Global Conference* (Salzburg, November 2008).


King B W, ‘Sexuality, Men, Queer Space, Online’, *Discourses and cultural practices* (Sydney, November 2007).


Macalister J S, ‘But there’s no time: addressing systemic constraints on reading for pleasure’, *Responding to Change: Flexibility in the Delivery of Language Programmes* (Hong Kong, January 2008).


Marsen S S, ‘Stylistic issues in communicating technical knowledge to non-specialists’, *Association for Language Awareness (ALA) conference* (Hong Kong, June 2008).


McKee R M, McKee D, ‘Signs of diversity and change: findings on sociolinguistics variation in New Zealand Sign Language’, *11th New Zealand Language and Society Conference* (Dunedin, November 2008).


Nation P, ‘Dealing with words in intensive reading’, *Emerging and Recurring Issues in Vocabulary Learning and Teaching* (Kwangju (Korea), December 2007).


Pearce E, ‘Numbers, quantifiers and number’, AFLA XV (Austronesian Formal Linguistics Association (Sydney, 30 June – 2 July 2008).

Pearce E H, ‘Syntax of Number particles in some Oceanic languages’, Directions in Oceanic Research (Newcastle, December 2008).

Riddiford N M, ‘“What do I say next?” Helping L2 learners develop small talk skills’, Wellington Association of Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (WATESOL) (Wellington, July 2008).


Shann K J, ‘Common features of Arabic students' writing in English’, Wellington Association of Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (WATESOL) (Wellington, July 2008).


Sun D, ‘“I will develop a suitable way” - A narrative inquiry of a Chinese teacher’, 9th International Conference of Teaching Chinese as a Second Language (Beijing, China, December 2008).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA**


**MAORI STUDIES (TE KAWA A MĀUI)**

**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**

Keenan D, *Report from Te Kawa a Mäui to Archives New Zealand on the Te Tahuhu Whakairinga Körero project* (Wellington, School of Mäori Studies, 2008), 66pp.


**Performances**


**Compositions**

Biddle T K (Composer), 'He rä hou tēnei ka ura’ (Wellington, Wellington Town Hall, 2008).

Biddle T K (Composer), 'Tahuri mai ka kohi e‘ (Wellington, Wellington Town Hall, 2008).

Biddle T K (Composer), 'Te Ahiki Tahi’ (Wellington, Wellington Town Hall, 2008).

Biddle T K (Composer), 'Tēnei moe takarikari’ (Wellington, Wellington Town Hall, 2008).

**Films/Videos**


**Published Conference Papers**

Conference Unpublished Papers

Biddle T K, ‘Native differences across borders: implications for the Academy’, Native American and Indigenous Studies Conference (Athens, Georgia, United States of America, April 2008).


Karena T R, ‘Ko to te reo he kawe i nga tikanga, ko to te tikanga he kawe i nga hohonutanga o te reo’, Māori Association of Social Scientists: building critical MASS conference (Wellington, June 2008).


Theses

MA

MUSIC

Articles

Compositions
McKinnon D C (Composer), Geophony (sound installation) (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, 2008).
McKinnon D C (Composer), Multichannel non-linear soundtrack no. 1 for “The Wall”, long-term multimedia installation (Wellington, Te Papa, 2008).
McKinnon D C (Composer), Multichannel non-linear soundtrack no. 2 for “The Wall”, long-term multimedia installation (Wellington, Te Papa, 2008).
McKinnon D C (Soundtrack composer), Spacebaby (London, Londonfieldworks/Whitechapel Art Gallery, 2008).
Prock S (Composer), ‘Wellsprings [instrumentation: flute, clarinet (Bb/A/Bass), percussion, celesta, voice, cello (duration: c. 13’)]’ (October 24, New Music Delaware Festival, Newark DE, 2008).
Psathas J, ‘The Deep’ (Film Score, 2008).
Psathas J, ‘The High Ride’ (Film Score, 2008).

Performances

Ansell G, (Viola), Debussy Sonata for Flute, Viola and Harp with Bridget Douglas and Carolyn Mills (Lower Hutt, St. Martin de Porres Church, 1 October, 2008).
Ansell G R, Beilman D C, Gjelsten R P, Pohl H, (New Zealand String Quartet), Australian Festival of Chamber Music: 4 concerts at Australia’s most prestigious annual chamber music festival, included collaborations with international artists (Townsville, Australia, 4–8 July, 2007).

Body J, (Composer), Intimate History No.2: Sssteve. Electroacoustic. Commissioned by the Visby International Centre for Composers (University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music, Music08 Festival, Werner Hall, June 18, 2008).


Body J, (Producer), *The Seven Ages of Man*. A cross-cultural multi-media music-theatre collaboration with Nyoman Sukerta (Bali, Indonesia) with gamelans Taniwha Jaya (dir Wayan Yudane) and Padhang Moncar (dir Budi Putra), (Wellington, Adam Concert Room, October 3, 4 & 5, 2008).


Irons D, (Piano), *Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 1 - Soloist with Auckland Chamber Orchestra* (Auckland, Concert Chamber, Town Hall, 24 August, 2008).

Irons D, (Piano), *Beethoven Piano concerto No. 4 - Soloist with Christchurch Symphony* (Christchurch, Town Hall, 15 March, 2008).


Irons D, (Piano), *Complete Brahms Sonatas with Jan Tawroszevicz* (Christchurch, Town Hall, 5 June, 2008).

Irons D, (Piano), *Debussy and Farquhar with Peter Nages – Adam Chamber Music Festival* (Nelson, School of Music, 10 February, 2007).


Irons D, (Piano), *Mozart and Brahms with Rolf Gjelsten and James Campbell – Adam Chamber Music Festival* (Nelson, School of Music, 1 February, 2007).

Irons D, (Piano), *Mozart Concerto for Three Pianos and Orchestra K242 and Concerto for Two Pianos and Orchestra K365 with Michael Houstoun and Maurice Till – Christchurch Arts Festival* (Christchurch, Town Hall, 28 July, 2007).

Irons D, (Piano), *Piano duets and works for two pianos by Mozart, Bizet, Lutoslawski and Rachmaninoff with Michael Houstoun* (Invercargill, Civic Theatre, 10 March, 2008).
Irons D, (Piano), Schubert, Respighi and Rachmaninoff with Hiroshi Ikematsu (Wellington, Hunter Council Chamber, 2 November, 2007).

Irons D, (Piano), Schubert, Takemitsu and Beethoven with the Michelangelo Quartet – Adam Chamber Music Festival (Motueka, Chanel Arts Centre, 29 January, 2007).

Irons D, (Piano), Stravinsky Les Noces – Soloist with Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, Michael Houstoun, Andrea Katz and Alexander Melnikov (Auckland, Town Hall, 9 October, 2008).

Irons D, (Piano), Works for two pianos by Mozart, Ravel, Saint-Saens, Strauss and Lutoslawski with Richard Mapp (Kerikeri, The Trussler Residence, 6 April, 2008).

Mews D, (Organ), Handel Concerto ‘Cuckoo and Nightingale’ with Age of Discovery ensemble (directed by James Tibbles) on 1779 Avery organ (Auckland as part of Organ Congress, Ponsonby Baptist Church, 31 May, 2008).

Mews D, (Organ), Inaugural recital on newly-installed Flentrop organ: Music by Bach, Sweelinck, Boehm, Mendelssohn (Wellington, St Paul’s Lutheran Church, 18 May, 2008).

Mews D, (Organ), Inaugural recital on newly-installed Grady/Croft organ: Music by Bach, Mozart, Kuhnau, Mendelssohn, Franck, Balbastre (Tauranga, St Mary’s Catholic Church, 4 May, 2008).


Mews D, (Wellington City Organist), Series of three one-hour organ recitals: Music by Bach, Handel, Franck, Brahms, Mendelssohn, Saint-Saens, Widor, Tchaikovsky, Ketelby, D’Aquin, Vienne (Wellington, Town Hall, 24 August, 19 October and 9 November, 2008).

Mews D C, (Organ), Recital as part of ‘Le Banquet Céleste’ Series of recitals featuring music of Messiaen. Programme including movements from La Nativité du Seigneur, and music of Clérambault and Alain (Wellington, Recorded for later broadcast by Radio New Zealand, St Mary of the Angel’s, 3 August, 2008).

Mews D C, (Fortepiano), Series of inaugural concerts on Downie copy of Graf 1826 piano (Christchurch, Canterbury University School of Music Great Hall of the Arts Centre and Christchurch Art Gallery, 21-25 May, 2008).


Norris M, (Composer), ‘Oicons and artiflce’ for bass clarinet duo, ensemble and live electronics (Wellington, St Andrew’s on the Terrace, 7 May, 2007).

Norris M, (Composer), ‘Ars Moriendi’ for bass clarinet duo (Vienna, Alte Schmiede, 13 June, 2008).


Pohl H, Ansell G, Beilman D, Gjelsten R, (New Zealand String Quartet), Lunchtime concert programme, including Schubert Quartet G major D887 Op 161 (posthumous) (Palmerston North, Massey University, 16 April, 2008).


Pohl H, Gjelsten R, (Violin and Cello), *Mozart Piano Trio, Rachmaninov Piano Trio, Brahms Piano Trio, Janacek Violin Sonata (Helene Pohl), Concert with Peter Nagy* (Goettingen, Weimar, Germany, Goethe-Institut, Lizst House, 5 and 7 December, 2008).


---

**Conference Unpublished Papers**


**Theses**

**MMus**


Graham J L, 'Crossing in style : an exploration of the vocal and presentational elements to be considered when classical singers cross over into the jazz genre'. 2008.


Smith F S, 'The music of Rene Drouard de Bousset (1703-1760) : a source study and stylistic survey, with emphasis on his sacred output'. 2008.

Thorpe V E, 'We made this song: the group song writing processes of three adolescent rock bands'. 2008.

**MMTh**

Choi H C, 'Multicultural encounters in music therapy in New Zealand : What particular clinical experiences do NZ music therapists describe when encountering clients who identify closely with a culture different from their own?'. 2008.

Wang L T, 'Action research : improving my music therapy practice with hospitalised adolescents through building relationships and meeting their developmental needs'. 2008.

**NURSING, MIDWIFERY AND HEALTH**

**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


Walsh C M, ‘Why have evidence if it’s really money that matters?’, *Kai Tiaki Nursing New Zealand*, 14, 8, August (2008), p. 2.


**Reports**


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**


Martin M C, ‘Being on watch: Care of the elderly leading practice and the day to day reality’, *Aged Care Summit: Capital & Coast District Health Board & Aged Residential Care Reference Group* (Wellington, July 2008).


McEldowney R, Taiaroa H R, ‘What does it mean for a Maori (indigenous) nurse doctoral student and a non-Maori (European) nurse academic to work in a bicultural supervision partnership?’, *34th Annual Conference of the Transcultural Nursing Society* (Minneapolis, September 2008).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA (Applied)**


Mockford A, ‘An exploratory descriptive study of the needs of parents after their young child is discharged from hospital following an admission with an acute illness.’ 2008.


Kingston M A, ‘What does it mean to be a lecturer in the field of nursing education?’ 2008.


**SOCIAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


el-Ojeli C, ’No, we have not finished reflecting on communism’: beyond post-socialism’, *Thesis Eleven*, 93, May (2008), pp. 110-129.


Other Academic Publications


Reports


Conference Unpublished Papers


Dew K P, “Disability’s between the ears, not in the leg’: Exploring the housing needs and rehabilitation experiences of people with lower limb amputation in New Zealand’, International Congress of Behavioural Medicine (Tokyo, August 2008).


Kirkman A M, ‘Same-sex couples, ageing and the social negotiation of sleep’, Resilience in an Aging Society: Risks and Opportunities (National Harbour, Maryland, November 2008).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA**


MA (Applied)


VA’AOMANŪ PASIFIKA

Chapters


Articles


Dramatic and Literary Texts


Other Academic Publications


Reports


**Published Conference Papers**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**


Fairbairn-Dunlop P, ‘Maori, Pacific and indigenous studies, how do these intersect at local, national and global level’, *Maori Research Conference* (Wellington, May 2008).


**Theses**

**MA**

FACULTY OF LAW

LAW

Books


Edited Collections


Looseleaf Treatises and Commentaries


Chapters


Articles


Atkin B R, ‘Where there is a will – Parliament should have had the will to tackle inheritance law properly’, *New Zealand Family Law Journal*, March (2008), pp. 1–3.


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**

McLachlan C A, Angelo T H, Finlayson C F, *High Court Rules Committee, Reform of the High Court Rules, Cross-Border Disputes Sub-Committee, Note on Draft Rules 6.28(5) and 6.29(1)* (Wellington, April, 2008), 8pp.


**Published Conference Papers**


Conference Unpublished Papers


Frankel S R, ‘Moral Rights and Creative Commons Licences’, iSummit Commons International Conference (Sapporo, July 2008).


Geiringer C, ‘Ding v Minister of Immigration; Ye v Minister of Immigration’, Human Rights at the Frontier (Auckland, September 2008).

Geiringer C, ‘Shaping the Interpretation of Statutes: where are we now in the section 6 debate’, Using the Bill of Rights in Civil and Criminal Litigation (Wellington, July 2008).


Theses

LLM


Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


Software and Databases


Reports


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Conference Unpublished Papers


Theses

PhD


Norris T B, ‘Chromosomes, nuclear genes and the phylogenetic placement within the Reptilia of Sphenodon (tuatara)’. 2008.


MSc


Reader K L, ‘A quantitative ultrastructural study of oocytes during the early stages of ovarian follicular development in Booroola and wild-type sheep’. 2007.

Reid C E, ‘Exploration-avoidance and an anthropogenic toxin (lead Pb) in a wild parrot (Kea: Nestor notabilis)’. 2008.


**CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**

Chapters


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


Eitssayeam S, Intatha U, Pengpat K, Tunkasiri T, MacKenzie K J D, 'Ferroelectric Pyroelectric and Dielectric properties of complex Perovskite-structured Pb0.84Ba0.16(Zr0.44Ti0.40Fe0.08Nb0.08)O3 ceramics', *Current Applied Physics*, 8 (2008), pp. 266-269.


**Published Conference Papers**


Conference Poster Presentations


Kane-Barber J, Spencer J, 'New Iminophosphine Ligands: Their Synthesis and Coordination Chemistry in Complexes of Late Transition Metals', IC08 - RACI/NZIC Inorganic Chemistry Conference (Christchurch, 14-18 December 2008).


Vaughan T, Spencer J, 'New Platinum(II) and Platinum(0) Complexes of Bulky Iminophosphine Ligands', IC08 – RACI/NZIC Inorganic Chemistry Conference (Christchurch, 14–18 December 2008).


Conference Unpublished Papers


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MSc**


**GEOGRAPHY, ENVIRONMENT AND EARTH SCIENCES**

**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Reports


**Published Conference Papers**


**Conference Poster Presentations**


Hannah M J, 'Initial palynology results, ANDRILL1-1B, McMurdo Ice Shelf, Antarctica', *SCAR/ IASC IPY Open Science Conference: Polar Research – Arctic and Antarctic Perspectives in the International Polar Year* (St Petersburg, July 2008).


**Conference Unpublished Papers**


de Roiste M, ‘Usability and online GIS: The increased importance of designing for the user online’, *Conference of Irish Geographers* (Liverpool, May 2008).


Hannah M J, ‘Initial palynology results, ANDRILL1-1B, McMurdo Ice Shelf, Antarctica’, *SCAR Meeting* (St Petersburg, July 2008).


Morrison P S, ‘Place attachment, mobility and the community’, Pathways, Circuits and Crossroads: new research on population, migration and community dynamics (Wellington, June 2008).


Rae A, de Roiste M, ‘Data needs and sharing in ivory towers: Data management issues in geospatial education’, ESRI User Conference (Rotorua, October 2008).


Theses
PhD
McKay R M, ‘Late Cenozoic (13-0 Myr) glacimarine sedimentology, facies analysis, and sequence stratigraphy from the Western Ross Embayment, Antarctica: implications for the variability of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet’. 2008.


MDevStud
Brikke S L, ‘Women’s perception of their forest resources in Espiritu Santo (Vanuatu)’. 2008.


Malcolm J J, ‘From potholes to policy: how Invercargill City Council informs itself of, and has regard to, the views of all its communities’. 2008.


Savage J M, ‘Stateless Thai highland students’ educational rights and the contemporary Thai state’s attitude to ‘difference’. 2008.


MEnvStud


Robertson E D J, ‘Seismic moment tensor solutions from Geonet data to provide a moment magnitude scale for New Zealand’. 2008.


MSc

**MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Software and Databases**


Reports


Published Conference Papers


Chukova S S, Christozov D, ‘Mining Automobile Warranty Data’, *Proceedings 15th International Conference on Knowledge, Acquisition and Management KAM’07* (Wroclaw, Poland, 2007).


Clark M J, Averill R M, 'Development of an Observational Tool for Multicultural Classrooms', 
*Proceedings of American Educational Research Association Conference April 2007* (Chicago, 

Clarke D, Drossopoulou S, Noble J, Wrigstad T, 'Aliasing, Confinement, and Ownership in Object-
Oriented Programming', *Object-Oriented Technology. ECOOP 2007 Workshop Reader*, edited by 

Coelho R, Rashid A, Kulesza U, von Staa A, Lucena C, Noble J, 'Exception Handling Bug Patterns in 
Aspect Oriented Programs', *Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs (PLOP)* (Chicago, 
Pattern Languages of Programs, 2008), pp. 1-19.

Colvin R J, Groves L J, 'A Scalable Lock-Free Stack Algorithm and its Verification', *Fifth IEEE 
International Conference on Software Engineering and Formal Methods (SEFM 2007)* (London, 

Downey R G, 'Degree spectra of unary relations on (omega)', *International Congress in Logic, 
Methodology and Philosophy of Science* (2007).

Evans H, Zhang M, 'Particle Swarm Optimisation for Object Classification', *23rd International 
1-6.

Fraser W B, McGuinness M J, Thornton A, 'Strip track-off and buckling between transport rollers', 

Frean M R, Boyle P K, 'Using Gaussian processes to optimize expensive functions', *AI 2008: Advances 
in Artificial Intelligence, Proceedings of the 21st Australasian Joint Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence, Auckland, New Zealand, December 2008*, edited by Wayne Wobcke and Mengjie 

Groves L J, 'Verifying Michael and Scott's Lock-Free Queue Algorithm using Trace Reduction', 
*Proceedings of the Fourteenth Computing: The Australasian Theory Symposium (CATS 2008), 

Groves L J, 'Reasoning about Nonblocking Currency using Reduction', *12th International Conference 
on Engineering of Complex Computer Systems (ICECCS 2007)* (Auckland, New Zealand, IEEE 

Groves L J, 'Trace-based Derivation of a Lock-Free Queue Algorithm', *Electronic Notes in Theoretical 
Computer Science* (2008), 201, pp. 69-98.

*Proceedings of the 33rd International Conference on Applications of Mathematics in Engineering 
and Economics* (Sofopol, Bulgaria, 2007), pp. 47-54.

Hartmann S, Ma H, Schewe K-D, ‘Cost-Based Vertical Fragmentation for XML’, *Proceedings of the 
International Workshop on Database Management and Application over Networks, Lecture 

parameter estimates’, *Proceedings of the 43rd Operational Research Society of New Zealand 
Conference*, edited by J. Haywood (Auckland, Operational Research Society of New Zealand 

Research- In-Progress Track at Agile 2008* (2008).

Johnston M R, Chukova S S, ‘Rural Postmen, rewards and grid networks’, *Proceedings of the 42nd 


Pearce D J, Noble J, ‘Patterns for Program Query Optimisation’, *Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs (PLOP) 2008* (Chicago, Pattern Languages of Programs, 2008), pp. 1–11.


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**


Greenberg N, ‘A minimal degree of positive effective Hausdorff dimension’, *Special session of the tenth Asian logic conference* (Kobe, Japan, September 2008).

Greenberg N, ‘Degree spectra of linear orderings of size \(\aleph_1\)’, *Effective mathematics of the uncountable* (City University of New York, August 2008).


Hine J H, ‘New Zealand gets an NREN’, Fall 2007 Internet2 Member Meeting (San Diego, California, USA, October 2007).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MSc**


**PSYCHOLOGY**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


Wilshire C E, ‘Cognitive neuropsychological approaches to word production in aphasia: Beyond boxes and arrows’, *Aphasiology*, 22, 10 (2008), pp. 1019–1053.


**Other Academic Publications**


Wilson M S, ‘Why political conservatives really are the bastards you always thought they were’, in 38th Annual Meeting of the Society of Australasian Social Psychologists (Online publication, Society of Australasian Social Psychologists, 2008), p. 10.


Reports


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**


Jackson S, ‘Representing postfeminist girl in a NZ soap drama’, BPS Psychology of Women Section Annual Conference (Windsor, July 2007).


McClure J, ‘Self-knowledge and agency: do we know what we’re doing?’, Spirituality, mental health and the human person conference (Brisbane, March 2007).


Polaschek D L L, ‘Rehabilitating high risk offenders: Can we predict treatment completion?’, European Association for Psychology and Law (Maastricht, July 2008).


Schenk S, 'Drug primes that reinstate extinguished MDMA and cocaine self-administration', 7th IBRO World Congress of Neuroscience (Melbourne, July 2007).


Ward T, 'The good lives model of offender rehabilitation: theory and practice', Annual Conference of the Minnesota Chapter of the Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers (Brooklyn Park, MN, April 2008).

Weatherall A, 'Alerting what follows in a turn of talk as possibly problematic', The 6th Australasian Symposium on Conversation Analysis and Membership Categorisation Analysis (Brisbane, November 2008).

Weatherall A, 'I don’t know’ as a practice for marking what follows as possibly problematic', Annual Conference of the Society for Australasian Social Psychologists (Wellington, March 2008).


Weatherall A, ‘Questions with responses that begin I don’t know’, *International Pragmatics Association Conference* (Göteborg, July 2007).


**Theses**

*PhD*


Keown K J, ‘What were they thinking?: an experimental investigation of child sex offenders’ beliefs’. 2008.

*MSc*


Edited Collections


Dramatic and Literary Texts


Price C, 'The writing is on the air (w)here the wall once was', in Report of the Mayor 26 November, edited by Bob Harvey, Mayor of Waitakere (Auckland, Waitakere City Council, 2008), pp. 26-35.


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Performances**


Cookson R J, (Writer/reader), *Distance (Writers on Mondays)* (Wellington, National Library Auditorium, 15 September, 2008).


Geary D W, (Author), *A good sign* (Wellington, Pacific Blue Festival Club, 10 March, 2008).


Glenney A L, (Writer/reader), *Mary Shelley attends a performance of Presumption or the Fate of Frankenstein (Writers on Mondays)* (Wellington, National Library Auditorium, 15 September, 2008).


Grace-Smith B M, (Writer/reader), *People of the fire (Writers on Mondays)* (Wellington, National Library Auditorium, 8 September, 2008).

Grace-Smith B M, (Author), *The concept of freedom* (Wellington, Pacific Blue Festival Club, 10 March, 2008).

Haisman S, (Writer/reader), *Excerpt from ‘When the ship went down’ (Writers on Mondays)* (Wellington, National Library Auditorium, 15 September, 2008).


Jenner L, (Writer/reader), *The day before the battle of the Somme* (*Writers on Mondays*) (Wellington, National Library Auditorium, 8 September, 2008).


Manhire B, (Poet and reader), *Meet the Author* (Town Hall, Adelaide, Adelaide Writers’ Week, 4 March, 2008).

Manhire B, (Poet), *Poems* (Wellington, St Andrews on The Terrace, 29 October, 2008).


Manhire B, (Poet), *Three Antarctic Writers* (Lower Hutt, Dowse Art Gallery, 20 April, 2008).


Price C, (Poet), *everything talks: three poets read (with CK Stead and Sam Sampson)* (Auckland, Cafe One 2 One, 25 June, 2008).


Radcliffe S M, (Poet/reader), *Three poems (Writers on Mondays)* (Wellington, National Library auditorium, 8 September, 2008).


Wallace L M, (Poet/reader), *Mamie, the lost french cat* (Wellington, National Library Auditorium, 8 September, 2008).


Wilkins D, (Reader), *When famous people come to town* (Wellington, Embassy Theatre, 12 March, 2008).

---

**Conference Unpublished Papers**

Manhire B, ‘At the heart of the ridiculous, the sublime: a discussion of Antarctica and the imagination’, *Imagining Antarctica Conference* (Christchurch, September 2008).


**Theses**

**MA**

**STOUT RESEARCH CENTRE**

**Books**

**Edited Collections**
Hill R S, (Series editor), *Rangatiratanga Series* (Wellington, Treaty of Waitangi Research Unit, Stout Research Centre, 2008), 4v.
Chapters


Articles

Drichel S, ‘Regarding the Other: Postcolonial Violations and Ethical Resistance in Margaret Atwood’s Bodily Harm’, Levinas and Narrative. Special Issue of Modern Fiction Studies, 54, 1, Spring (2008), pp. 20-49.


Other Academic Publications


**Reports**


**Conference Unpublished Papers**
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